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1. Heart of the Matter 
What is the core purpose of the meeting?  
State why you are meeting, outcomes and expectations. 

Primary - To deliver a Sacred Discourse experience to the 
Euphrates global chapter leaders — in support of the work of 
Euphrates to change “other” to “brother.”


Secondary - To create the conditions that local chapter leaders 
will want to engage further — for me to work with them in 
facilitating Sacred Discourse conversations in their own 
communities.


2. Clarifying Intent 
What is the intent of the meeting? What will you do?  
Create a design or agenda for your meeting. 

I will convene an experience of Sacred Discourse for all of the 
participants on the Zoom call.


Design includes initial presentation of Sacred Discourse, 
particularly to create the possibility of a different type of 
conversation when all participants start from the foundation of 
what is sacred for them.


Design includes initial presentation followed by two breakout 
sessions — triads for 15 minutes each, including community 
conversation before and after each breakout session.




The call will be for two hours — design and agenda to be an 
expansion of recent 90 minute online calls, with increased 
emphasis on “what is sacred?”


3. The Invitation 
Who will you invite? Why should they come? What is in it for 
them? 

Invitation already sent by Euphrates, using the following text that 
I provided — 


Our first call will be a dialogue workshop held on Friday, May 
11th from 8:00-10:00am PDT. Here’s a note from the facilitator, 
Tom McSteen on the topic of Sacred Discourse: 

What difference would it make for your community if you could 
offer a communication framework that left all participants feeling 
more whole, inspired and connected? What could be possible 
when people take the time to get to know what matters to each 
other before anyone starts to speak? What might be created 
when conversations are designed to generate understanding and 
connection? 

On May 11th, we will be hosting an introductory call to learn the 
Sacred Discourse framework, which is a heart-centered approach 
for having relational and connected conversations. The Sacred 
Discourse methodology can be used to cultivate transformational 
conversations across any type of conflict or difference, on any 
social or political topic, between individuals, in teams, and across 
communities. 

https://www.sacreddiscourse.com/


4. Setting Context

How will you describe the form, function and purpose of the 
meeting once the meeting has begun?


I will -

- Present the plan for the call (presentation, breakouts, group 

conversation)

- State intentions of the call


- Each participant knows what Sacred Discourse is — and why 
it exists at this time. at this time.


- Each participant has a connective experience of Sacred 
Discourse — and sees the possibility of what Sacred 
Discourse offers for our public discourse.


- Each participant is inspired to continue to practice Sacred 
Discourse.


5. Creating the Container

Describe the physical space in which you will meet. What 
materials and aids will be in place? Be specific. What are the 
norms and agreements of meeting?


Zoom call.

- Will light a candle

- 3 minute meditation, calling into mind whatever may be the 

sacred, or a sacred experience, for each participant 

Agreements - 




- Confidentiality

- Call is being recorded, solely for internal Euphrates purposes

- Invitation to participate; and each participant is always in 

choice — pass is always an option

- Invitation to experience something that may be new, even if it 

may be uncomfortable at first


6. Hearing All the Voices

How will you facilitate each person to speak? What methods and 
practices will allow for the full expression of all participants?


Opening Circle - Stringing the beads at the beginning (anticipate 
20 people, give or take — 30 second intros)

Breakouts

Popcorn style in the community conversations (for the second 
conversation, invite those who have not yet spoken to speak first, 
if they wish)

Closing Circle at the end of the call — two words of the 
experience today and/or what do they take away from today’s 
call.


7. Essential Conversation

What are the success factors for a fully engaged meeting? What 
needs to be in place for full engagement and how will you know 
when it occurs?


Safety — willingness to participate in the breakout sessions — 
will know if those conditions are met when all choose to 
participate

Reflections in the community conversations after the breakout 
sessions will be informative, as to whether there was full 
engagement in the breakout sessions.




Takeaways and desire to continue to practice Sacred Discourse.


8. Creation

What do you wish to create that is new/innovative in this 
meeting? 

List potential opportunities/possibilities that stretch you.


Compelling and warm invitation for each participant to 
experience what is sacred for that participant.

Actual participant experience of what is sacred.

A choice by each participant to connect with the other from the 
place of what is sacred.

A choice by participants in the triad to create a sacred container 
for conversation.

A choice by participants in the triad to experience the possibility 
of what can happen when each participant understands their 
story as well as can suspend presumptions and assumptions 
about another’s story.


9. Commitment to Action

What significant commitments, responsibilities and 
accountabilities do you expect form yourself and others from this 
meeting that will make a difference?


I articulate my commitment to Sacred Discourse unequivocally — 
converging my stand for what it can make available for people 
who choose to practice Sacred Discourse.




In the listening to my commitment, participants are inspired to 
take a similar stand, knowing that actually preparing for the 
conversation will make a significant difference in how the 
conversation occurs.


Each participant makes a personal commitment to approach 
difficult or challenging conversations differently.


